Gift of Light Expo
The Mind Body Spirit Experience!
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FIRST
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Franklin County Fairgrounds 4100 Columbia Street Hilliard, Ohio

February 27th & 28th - 2021
Saturday and Sunday 10am to 6pm
Astrology - Auras - Psychics - Reiki - Reflexology - Wellness - Detox - Massage
Oils - Remedies - Foot Detox - Herbs - Buddha - Smudge Stix - Mayan Treasures
Candles - Books - Jewelry - Crystals - Gifts - Imports - Clothing - Door Prizes!

Psychic Development - Hypnosis - Channeling - Manifestation - Reiki Healing
Ask a Psychic - Meditation - Clearing Negativity - Talk to your Angels & Guides
Angels Healing - Living Healthy - Love & Relationships - Prosperity - Ghosts!
*Seminars schedule is subject to change. We reserve the right to cancellation and/or time changes beyond our control

GiftofLightExpo.com

Presenters
Chief Golden Light Eagle: “Native American Star Knowledge and Symbols” He is one of the original
code carriers of Turtle Island (North America), is a Sundance Chief , a Hereditary Chief, and a member of the
Ihunktowan Band of the Yankton Sioux Nation of South Dakota. Through the ancient sacred ways of prayer and
ceremony, Chief Golden Light Eagle has brought forth the spiritual interpretations and teachings of the Universal and
Spiritual Laws of Creator known as 11:11.
Teacher of The Star Ways, Chief Golden Light Eagle is one of the “original code carriers” of Turtle Island (North
America). Nakota Sundance Chief Golden Light Eagle, is a member of the Nakota Ihunktowan Band of South Dakota, a spiritual advisor, and
He is one of seven Sundance Chiefs for the Yankton Sioux Sungdeska Sapa Tiospaye. Through years of prayer and ceremony, with a group of
spiritual teachers, he has brought forth interpretations of the Star Laws.
He co-authored four books titled, “MAKA WICAHPI WICOHAN”, “ANPAO WICAHPI WICOHAN”, IKTOMI WICAHPI WICOHAN”, and “CAN
WAKAN WICOHAN”. The MAKA WICAHPI WICOHAN manual was inducted into the Smithsonian Institution during a formal ceremony on
September 26, 1999 and the manual was also donated to the A.R.E. Library on September 22, 2002.


My most precious Mother Beautiful Sundance Woman named me Loren Zephier



My most precious Father Chief Black Spotted Horse named me Azuya Mani (Scout)



The Elk Nations named me Hehaka Nazin (Standing Elk)



The Heyoka Nation call me Hehaka Oyate Oyasin (All Elk Nation)



Tunkasila Hehaka Sapa (Black Elk) named me Mani Ota (Walks With many)



The Eagle Nations said that I would be known as Wambdi Zizi (The Golden Eagle) in the future.

About Star Knowledge
Star Knowledge is the Official organization and website of Chief Golden Light Eagle. This includes the ongoing Star Knowledge Conferences,
Symbols books and other material in development.
Founded in 1996 by Chief Golden Light Eagle, Star Knowledge is dedicated to bringing Indigenous Chiefs, Elders, Wisdom Keepers, Healers,
Guides and Star Teachers together to share ancient knowledge, and providing an avenue for all people to share their visions, dreams, and
messages with the world, especially in regard to our “Wicahpi Oyate” or Star Nations.

Jaap AnandJot Kaur

Dawn Tonneman

Saturday class description: “Stepping into something new” Introduction to YOGA - Join Jaap
AnandJot Kaur and Dawn Tonneman for a yoga class attainable to all skill levels. Using Asana
(poses) and pranayama (breath) we will guide you thru a practice tailored to enhance the
physical body, the emotional mind and the spiritual heart. Bring a mat, or we have extras, an
open heart and some water.
Sunday class description: Mindful Movements and Meditation: featuring sound healing techniques with crystal singing bowls and
gong - Jaap AnandJot Kaur and Dawn Tonneman present: A holding of space to help you find that rest and restore in the physical body,
emotional mind and your spiritual heart as your guided thru yoga nidra (yogic sleep) and restorative yin yoga postures to loosen the
muscles and allow emotion held there to slip from the body, we will use these modalities to heal the physical body, and align, purify the
Chakra centers and rise up into that higher level of consciousness. Presentation attainable to all levels of yogic and meditative skill.
Enjoy bathing in the vibration of singing bowls and other musical instruments set to the sound of healing.
Joining them Sunday for a GONG Bath, will be SadaNam Singh
Sada Nam is a 220-hour KRI-certified yoga teacher, Reiki Master, and gong sound healing therapist trained by Crown of
Eternity. He has also completed level 2 Conscious Communication training with Gurmukh in Rishikesh in 2016, and
another 200-hour kundalini training by Yogi Amandeep in India in 2017. He strives to share the gifts and benefits that
yoga has given him with the world and to clear the clouds of doubt and limitation that prevent us from realizing our
true self, which is absolute bliss!

GiftofLightExpo.com

Presenters
Rev. Jimmie Burke: Saturday Open talk - Angel Blessings & Sunday Service Angels Prayers and Blessings
Join Rev. Jimmie for this wonderfully relaxing and calming angel blessing to begin your day at Gift of Light
Expo! Jimmie is a Reiki Master that holds much knowledge about healing and asking angels for guidance. I
am an Intuitive Medium, Psychic, Angel Communicator, Reiki Master, Animal Communicator, Ordained
Minister, Writer, Life Coach and Spiritual Artist. Connecting the World with the Otherworldly.
For Bookings or more information please go to: PsychicReadingsbyJimmie.com

Lucy Francis: Holy Fire ® III Reiki Talk and Healing Experience
“While Reiki is typically a hands-on touch-based Service, it can be sent at a distance. For this
Experience, Holy Fire Reiki Healing will be transmitted through a group meditation.”
More than just a talk, this is an easy and enjoyable way for people to be introduced to Holy Fire ® Reiki and
receive it's powerful healing at the same time. Holy Fire ® Reiki was first introduced by William Lee Rand
and the International Center for Reiki Training in January of 2014 as a new form of Reiki. It is both powerful and gentle and
provides purification, healing, empowerment and guidance. The Holy Fire energy is noticeably more refined and comes from a
higher level of consciousness, where it: Always respects free will; Heals deeply and quickly without distress; Heals
relationships and interactions with others; Releases worry and replaces it with a sense of safety in a most pronounced way;
Tends to develop all the personality traits that are healthy for a person to have such as love of self and others, kindness,
patience, confidence, vitality, enthusiasm, optimism, trust, joy, peace, and so forth; and one of the more wonderful effects is a
feeling of being loved.
Reverend Lucy is an Ordained Priestess in the Order of Melchizedek, an ancient Service order dedicated to teaching the way of
Unconditional Love. She is an Usui/Tibetan Shiki Ryoho Reiki Master Teacher, a 12th Ray Inter-Dimensional Healing Master
Teacher, a Holy Fire III ®/Karuna Reiki Master Teacher, and a Certified Angel Intuitive. Lucy has 35+ years of experience in the
healing professions, with two degrees, a BA in Psychology and a MA in Counseling. She studied directly with Albert Ellis,
widely considered one of the most influential psychologists of the 20th century, at the Albert Ellis Institute in New York City.
Seamlessly blending her education and wealth of experience with the spiritual/metaphysical realms, she also uses Essential
Oils, Channeled Toning and Sound, Pranic Healing concepts, ZEB (ZeroEnergy Balancing) technology and Hypnotherapy to
support the healing process. A World Peace Ambassador for the Divine, Reverend Lucy travels extensively; teaching, healing,
holding ceremony, and spreading the frequencies of Love wherever she goes. YourSpritualHorizons.com

Debbie Keri-Brown: "Life, Death, and Butterflies” - Join Debbie Keri-Brown as she shares an amazing glimpse of
life and death through synchronicities and stories of divine intervention. Her niece, Randi Friedman, died recently
from complications relating to type 1 diabetes. She left us with a legacy of good deeds and memories as well as
amazing synchronicities in her passing. A lover of butterflies, they have appeared at many unusual times to the family
and members of the community after her transition. Learn about these and other amazing experiences as well as the
brief words uttered in clarity by her dad with ALS, who had been unintelligible before, as he came to see her for the
last
time.
You'll also have the chance to share your own stories of a loved one's transition. And, we will have an open discussion
about physical death and the afterlife.
Debbie Keri-Brown is the former organizer of a metaphysical singles group on meetup.com. She is a Reiki Master, motivational speaker,
antiques dealer and jewelry artist. She is the recipient of the 2015 spirituality award from Purpose For Women International. Debbie brings
compassion, enthusiasm and pure joy to all of her presentations. Debbie has also received numerous community service awards for her work
in raising the public's awareness of the artistic talents of people with disabilities. A transplant from Brooklyn, NY, she has made Columbus,
Ohio her home since 1980.

GiftofLightExpo.com

Located in Ganyard Building #2

(Catie Singing Eagle)
“Shamanist Techniques 101”

Open Psychic Session!

And Get in touch with your own psyche

202 - Gems by Celestial Dancer
203 - Gems by Celestial Dancer
204 - Gems by Celestial Dancer
205 - doTerra
206 - Havana B. Kinds LLC
207 - Ancient Ways Healing

101 - GOL Expo

102 - Zen Earth

103 - Momma’s Rocks

104 - Momma’s Rocks
105 - All American Gutter Protection

106 -

307 - TBD
308 - Fairhaven Tarot
309 - Higher Realm Living
310 - LifeWave

301 - Mayan Treasures
302 - Catie Singing-Eagle
303 - Victor Dutro
304 - TBD

306 - Mearth Star
210 - Good Journey’s

“Recognizing your Soulmate.”

305 - Mearth Star

“I CREATE”

209 - Psychic Polly

Angelia Herrick

Victor Dutro

208 - Psychic, Sharon Sampsel

See you in the
Tomorrow!

Introduction to YOGA!

Life, Death, and Butterflies

201 - TBD

Classes Located in the Ganyard!

Jaap AnandJot Kaur and Dawn Tonneman

Debbie Keri Brown

Relax in the Ganyard Building!

Taco Loco outside in Corral

<<< -- Left blank for Room A

Past Life Regression

LUNCH

“Native American Star Knowledge and Symbols”

Chief Golden Light Eagle

Left Blank for Past Life Regression --->

Healing Copper Pyramid

Dr. Catherine E. McNabb D.Div.

Kelly Bowman

Cindy Riggs

both buildings

Holy Fire III Reiki Demonstration and Talk

“Angels and their healing Miracles!”

Restrooms are located in

Rev. Lucy Frances

Jimmie Burke

Extras

ROOM B

ROOM A

Booths Edwards Building:

4:30PM

3:30PM

2:30PM

1:30PM

12:30PM

11:30AM

Time

SATURDAY Workshops Located in Ganyard Building #2

Jaap AnandJot Kaur and Dawn Tonneman

Victor Dutro

406 - LeafGuard

404 - Knot Just Hemp
405 - Cindy Riggs, Psychic

403 - Kc Matronia

402 - Chief Golden Light Eagle

401 - ThunderGold

"Find your life's purpose!"

Defragmenting for Rapid, Positive Change

Holy Fire III Reiki Demonstration and Talk

411 - Energy Healings by Jessica
412 - Rev. Jimmie Burke

410 - Energy Healings by Jessica

409 - Angela Boley, Psychic

408 - Meditative Response

407 - Spiritual Horizons

See you soon!

Relax in the Ganyard

Classes located in Ganyard Building!

Taco Loco located outside

505 - Cb Bjork
Classrooms A & B

504 - Celestial Dawning Aura Photos

503 - Beloved Moon Gifts

501 - Mojo by Joe

Ganyard Building Booths:

Mindful Movements and Meditation: featuring
sound healing techniques with crystal singing bowls
and gong

Cindy Riggs

Rev. Lucy Frances

Self Empowerment

Chief Golden Light Eagle
“Ancient Star Knowledge”

Ganyard Building #2

“Stand in Your Power!”

Sunday Service with Angels

LUNCH

Healing Copper Pyramid in

Cb Bjork

both buildings

Restrooms are located in

Extra Fun!

Rev. Jimmie Burke

ROOM B

Angelia Herrick
“I CREATE”

Booths Continued:

4:30pm

3:30PM

2:30PM

1:30PM

12:30PM

11:30AM

ROOM A

SUNDAY Workshops Located in Ganyard Building #2

Presenters
Cindy Riggs: Saturday - Past Life Regression
Do you believe you have lived before? Cindy Riggs is a certified hypnotherapist who has regressed clients for 15
years (in addition to performing past life readings and clearings), which can uncover details immediately helpful to
this lifetime. Cindy will briefly discuss reincarnation, some fascinating experiences she has had and witnessed, and
will guide the audience through a past life regression/hypnosis – an opportunity to experience (“see”) yourself in
another lifetime!
Sunday - Defragmenting for Rapid, Positive Change
“Defragmenting” is comprehensive, multidimensional spiritual evolutionary work developed by Cindy Riggs. Cindy will discuss
many of the ways in which we can become fragmented and some of the techniques and methods she has been given by Spirit
Consciousness to quickly remove obstacles, resolve issues from other lifetimes, activate expansions of awareness, and provide
energetic code repatternings and re-connections that help us along our path to enlightenment. Experience one or more of Cindy’s
most powerful techniques during this presentation!
Cindy Riggs has been communicating with the spirit world for 25 years and is a trance channel of high-level consciousness such
as spirit guides, Archangels, Ascended Masters, gods/goddesses, extraterrestrials, collectives, and The Oneness (All That Is).
Cindy is the author of the channeled books "Vishnu Speaks: Messages Of Enlightenment From The Ancient Deity" and “Buddha
Speaks: Messages From An Ascended Master”; and also produces the podcast entitled “From Beyond: Interviewing Spirits,
Channeling Insight ” on iTunes. In her private practice, she performs psychic/spiritual guidance, Defragmenting, group
channelings, hypnosis and past-life regression, energy bodywork, ghostbusting, and personal & psychic development teaching/
coaching. She is certified in Remote Viewing, and is a Reiki Master Teacher and Licensed Minister. CindyRiggs.com

Victor Dutro, Ph.D./c Esotericism,: “Recognizing your Soulmate” and “Find your life’s purpose!”
Most people would think that their Soul mate is some person out there in the world. We do have Soul
mates and A Soul family but most people don't realize is that the Personality is busy trying to find the
marriage made in heaven is some other person. But a persons that awakens to their Soul and then builds
that relationship with the Soul is the real objective and purpose of why we are here. We can also find a
person that is a member of the same Soul family and this person could be the one to build a relationship
with. But all relationships end. Either by death, or for some other reason, but the relationship with one’s Soul lasts for lifetimes.
Over much development the personality and Soul fuse and become One. This is the true marriage. Awakening to Soul
consciousness is becoming aware of this objective.
Victor has been involved for over thirty years in the healing arts, from Touch for Health Instructor, Bio Kinesiology,
Psychological Kinesiology, Transformational Kinesiology, and many others. Reiki Master, and attended the Morya Federation
Schools of Meditation, Study, and Service. He has served on its faculty for the past ten years. He is currently writing his doctoral
thesis on using Spiritual Kinesiology to communicate with the Soul to heal the body and expand consciousness.

Dr. Catherine E. McNabb D.Div. (Catie Singing Eagle) “Shamanist Techniques 101”
A long time Minister and Teacher with over 40 years of experience and on Pastoral staff at over 10
churches, Temples and Synagogues over the years in counseling, family services, and alter ministry. A
Spiritual Teacher: knowing the teachings and ways of most major religions. Her teaching specialties being
in Indigenous Ceremonies of North American Indians, East Indian Bhakti Yoga meditation, and Biblical
gifts of the Spirit. In the summers she travels to musical festivals and small venues teaching prayer,
meditation and healing crafts. A Minister and Medicine Woman: She is a Reiki practitioner, doing intuitive
readings (words of knowledge and wisdom), jewelry, signature perfume oil blending, work with essential oils, medicinal herbs,
teas, and salves. She does ceremonies of House blessing, relationship commitment and marriage, soul retrieval, release spirit
attachments, exorcisms, counseling of all types (spiritual, mental, and nutritional), preaching, teaching, and motivational
speaking (just to name a few things). She was given the gift of healing and sight as a child, which was helped developed by my
Appalachian Cherokee grandmother Odessa and Apache Blackfoot grandfather JC Foster along with much prayer and guidance
from the Great Spirit. Much everything else fell into place with knowledge, wisdom, education and experience of life. Praise
God for it all. A survivor: of Death 2x, Paralysis, 2x Cancer, Deep Depression, Broken Bones and Prosthetics.

Greetings from psychic, medium Kelly Bowman. I am your host and organizer of The Gift of Light Expos.
We are extremely pleased to have you for another fun-filled and empowering weekend. Please enjoy all
the seminars and classes, along with the gifted people filling these booths. We have strategically chosen
the vendors and the speakers all for a higher learning experience every year. May the Grace of the Angels
follow you always and welcome to The Mind Body Spirit Experience!

Psychic, Kelly Bowman: “Gallery Psychic Readings” - Messages will be given to attendees. How does
your mind work when it comes to your senses? You are able to use your brain waves to get the information you need
to help yourself in your daily life. Psychic functions in your brain and how to tap into it. Kelly will show you technique
and help you develop your skills. She teaches on the following topics: The Psychic Brain, Past Lives, Psychic
Development, Self Healings and “Pulling”, her own personally developed technique. Kelly is an accredited Reiki Master with years of hands-on
experience. She has been teaching and doing readings for 30 years since the meeting of her mentor, Bill Mitchell in 1989. She has been heard
regularly on QFM96.3 morning show with Torg & Elliott. She has been conducting haunted tours, séance and paranormal investigations for
over 22 years. For bookings: PsychicKellyBowman.com or call or text: 614-436-6555

Angelia Herrick: “I CREATE”

Together we will explore the power of the Ego, its origins, its many
identities and operations in our lives, its only purpose, and the ways in which we change its control in
leading and creating our daily lives to making it a humble servant and not our master. We will talk about
the nature of Consciousness and our "realities", vibrational frequencies, and how we must mindfully
choose to create every Now Moment from The Pure Spirit of Love rather than The Ego that only dwells
only in Fear.
Angelia is Psychic Intuitive, Empath, Master Healer, Teacher and Coach. She has spent most of her life
journey studying and interested in all aspects of Spirituality. Through a lifetime of spiritual journey, travel
to energy vortices and hotspots inside and outside of the United States, voracious study and research, and
empathic and channeling experiences, she has discovered what many Masters have taught. That the
ultimate Truth is We Are All One. That there is only One of us, and I am IT, and you are IT, and everyone is IT, that there simply
is nothing that IT is not. That The Source of All That Is, is exactly that, The Source. Quite simply The Source of All That Is
endows and allows all things; and most important of all, endows and allows all things freely and without judgement.
It is through this myriad of lifetime study and broad experiences that her perceptions of reality expanded to receive the gifts of
'higher realm' knowledge through multiple Clair senses, and at times a recipient of massive downloads of Light information
(Light is information). With these expansions in consciousness she also began to perceive multiple dimensions and multiple
timelines for this reality, perceive the holographic nature of reality and the multi-verse itself. The Services she offers, the
Workshops and Sacred Circles she holds help others find spiritual upliftment, guidance, and unfoldment as well as health and
healing through various metaphysical techniques and practices. She specializes in coaching and navigation for those on a Twin
Flame Lightworker path and those who experience timeline jumping and/or multiple reality perceptions which are her own
personal journeys in this lifetime. She has a range of certifications in healing including ThetaHealing, Multi-Dimensional
Healing, and Reiki which treat individuals as a whole Being. Body, Mind, and Spirit. HigherRealmLiving.com

CB Bjork: “Stand in Your Power!”
An informative class on self empowerment at it’s best!
CB Bjork is a psychic, medium, author, reiki master, and Director of the Institute for Metaphysical Advancement. CB discovered his gifts in 2001 and has spent the last 15 years in dedicated study as he has developed
into an internationally recognized professional psychic and medium. He enjoys working with his gifts to help
clients see upcoming events with the Tarot. CB feels fortunate to have the Akashic Records open to him, allowing his clients to gain a
deeper understanding of their past lives and how it effects their current life. CB appreciates the opportunity to be a voice for the voiceless
and connect loved ones with his mediumship work. As Director of the Institute for Metaphysical Advancement, CB is able to share his
knowledge with students who are seeking to develop and grow their own gifts. CB lives in Fishers, Indiana with his wife Kathryn (The Crazy
Red Haired Lady), their 3 children, and two dogs.

Remington Zhang, PhD, L. Ac, R. Ac, Dipl. Ac
Tel.: (614)-580-2161Email: Zhangnewlife@yahoo.com

Located
rd!
in Hillia

Rev. Jimmie Burke

Kelly Bowman
Psychic - Medium - Lecturer
Paranormal Investigator
Life Coach - Spiritual Counsel

Psychic / Intuitive Medium
Life Coach / Reiki Master

PsychicReadingsbyJimmie.com
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614-436-6555

